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We are Staudt and we love to make timepieces. 
We prefer to do this in our own way, because
all beaten tracks have already been walked. 
We think the watch world could use a fresh 
wind. Through our story, sophisticated 
watches and core values, we aim to bring 
back joy, service and loyalty to a world that 
has become increasingly rationalised. 

We are inviting you to learn more about the 
world of Staudt. In this catalogue you will not 
only read about our watches, but also about 
the way we build our company and with which 
core values. That’s because we want to take 
you to the heart of who we are - why we do 
what we do. Have fun!
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I have played the accordion since I was five years old. Not polka and folk music but 
classical, tango and also jazz music. It was not the coolest instrument to play, admittedly, 
but that didn’t stop me from dedicating my life to it. During my time at secondary 
school, I met Claudio, one of the world’s best accordion players. It didn’t matter to 
me how or where, I just knew that I needed to study with him. And my wish came 
true. When I was 18 years old, I packed my bags and moved to Italy, to study at the 
Conservatory of Pescara. The first year was fantastic. Claudio was like a second father 
to me and I practiced for hours and hours on my accordion. Until the early hours of 
the morning, I focused on my dream of becoming a top accordion player. 

But in the second year something changed. I felt lonely but didn’t know why. It felt like I 
was no longer in the right place. In order to mask that feeling, I began to focus on other 
activities. I decided to make a leather pouch for the beautiful propelling pencil I had 
received from my parents for my birthday. Eventually, I produced dozens of pouches, 
cases and other leather goods, all made and sewn by hand. The downside was that my 
hands were suffering from the use of needles and glue, so I put these activities aside 
and began to immerse myself in one of my former passions. I had been fascinated by 
mechanical watches ever since I received my first timepiece from my grandparents for 
my twelfth birthday. Almost obsessively, I wanted to learn as much as possible about 
this wondrous world. This led to a quest for my perfect watch with a blue dial and of 
top quality, but not ostentatious. Despite my intensive search, I was unable to find 
my perfect watch anywhere, so I was left with only one option: ‘then I’ll do it myself’. 
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It was not my 
dream to build 
a watch brand.



From the initial sketches to the fi nal design of 
the original Staudt Praeludium

I began to make sketches, to digitise them and to print 
them out to try them in different watch cases. But I 
didn’t stop at designing. I bought old movements on 
the internet and took them apart. In the beginning, 
I didn’t know what I was doing. Assembling them 
often went wrong at fi rst, but over the course of time 
I started to get the hang of it. Step by step, my perfect 
watch began to take shape. 

The watch adventure in Italy had become a façade 
for what had actually been a diffi cult period in my 
life. Ultimately, my music studies ended abruptly 
and this turbulent period in my life drew to a close 
with me packing my bags again. This time to return 
to the Netherlands as quickly as possible. Karma is 
unavoidable and the negativity that I was radiating 
forced me to learn some hard lessons. But I did go 
home with something that would end up becoming my 
life’s work: my own watch. Back in the Netherlands, 
I continued my music studies at the conservatory in 
The Hague. During a watch event at the beginning 
of 2014, I was approached by watch enthusiasts and 
asked about the watch I was
wearing. I told them my story: about the music, the 
loneliness I had felt and that I had made the watch 
myself. Their initial reaction was to ask what it would 
cost to buy one. I remember that moment very well. 
It felt fantastic. People were asking me to share my 
creation with them. I felt the same motivation that 
had led me to practice on my accordion for thousands 
of hours. After all, the crowning achievement of all 
that studying is the privilege of being able to share it 
with others. In the end, it wasn’t a diffi cult decision 
to take: I would become a watchmaker!

I had no money, so I took out the maximum 
student loan and immediately started to 
develop my fi rst watch. I designed a watch 
case, developed a watch box, built my own 
website, did the photography, looked for a 
good watch strap maker and so on. In October 
2014, the time had come to present my fi rst 
watch: the Staudt Praeludium Hand Wound 
in titanium. In total, I made 45 watches of 
this model, assembling each and every one 
myself. I was full of ideas and energy. It was 
with good reason that I named my fi rst watch 
the Praeludium; the prelude. This fi rst watch 
has since become an entire collection and 
the fundament of the watch brand that we 
are today. With a suitcase full of watches, I 
visited jewellers throughout the Netherlands 
by train with the simple pitch: “I’m Yvo from 
the Netherlands. I play accordion. And make 
watches”. That was how I built the foundations 
of Staudt Chronometrie; with blood, sweat 
and tears.

By the way, I did not hang up my accordion 
completely. I did lose my intrinsic motivation for 
the instrument in Italy. Back in the Netherlands, 
I could only think about watch gears, dials 
and watch cases, which led to me ending 
my music studies in 2014. Over the past few 
years, playing the accordion has again slowly 
become something I like to do, rather than 
something I have to do. I am pleased to say 
that the accordion now plays a positive role 
in my life once again.
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I am Yvo, 
I come from the Netherlands, 

I play the accordeon 
and make watches’



Due to a turbulent set of circumstances, one dream seemingly fell apart to make 
way for a new dream. I am incredibly happy and grateful for this change. But it 
has also thrown me into a world that I never consciously chose for myself. The 
world that I originally chose is a world based on idealism. What other motivation 
is conceivable if you devote your whole life to a passion for playing a squeeze 
box? The world of watches started out with that same unconditional love, but 
traces of this are hard to fi nd today. 

For many, a watch is a refl ection of their success. It becomes the fundament of 
their identity. Like the fur of a hairy dog. It looks impressive. However, when that 
same dog is soaked with water you see that is nothing left of the impressing fur. 
Success is not something you can dress like or an attitude. It is the result of a 
positive mindset, self-acceptation, and contentment. Ideally, success is intrinsic. My 
timepieces are a refl ection of identity. It is the wearer that gives it a real identity. 

It is a big compliment for me that there are so many people in the world wearing 
a Staudt. What began as a project to cover my loneliness has become a really 
exciting venture. It became my life work. My fi rst watch ever and the current 
collection are called ‘Praeludium’, a Latin word for ‘introduction’. We are just at 
the beginning of a very big adventure!

Yvo Staudt, Founder and owner of Staudt Chronometrie

Succes is 
intrinsic. 
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The brand Staudt 
is young and 
fresh, yet classic.

Our name is our brand. We give it meaning through appearance, behaviour, 
expression and energy, having the below core values as a foundation. We 
see our brand as a person: someone that you’d like to have as a friend 
because this person gives you energy, is fun to be with, refl ects about life 
and who also makes beautiful watches. We really enjoy building our brand 
and we see it as a challenging adventure. 

Quirky
The beaten tracks have often been 
walked. We are not afraid to be 
different and rather do it our own 
way!

Loyalty
We are proud of our self and of 
customers. We therefore stay 
true to our values and would walk 
through fi re for our customers.

Authentic
Everything we do is real and because 
it suits us. It’s sincere and without 
façades.

Joy
We fi nd our profession magnifi cent 
and really want to resonate and 
share this. 
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The technique is in service of the piece of jewellery
Many watch makers mainly have technique, 

ingenuity or complication in mind. To us, a watch 
is a piece of jewellery. We adapt the technical 
specifications of our timepieces to match the 

desired appearance of the piece of jewelry.

Luxury, without lah-di-dah
Luxury is fantastic. It’s a compliment 
for the nature and for yourself. 
We like luxury the most when it’s 
combined with a good portion of 
down to earth: when ‘simple’ is a 
compliment. 

Modest from outside, shining from withinSince 
the first watch that carried the name of Staudt, this 

motto was the inspiration of our
designs. A Staudt needs to be distinguished. It does 

not convince being blatant but rather by content.

This is what we keep in the back of our 
heads when we design our watches. 

When simple is a 
compliment.

We love watches. They are pieces of jewellery that encapsulate a mechanical 
marvel. We design and develop every detail of our watches, to create a product 
with an eternal value that will last over several generations. 
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We design, develop and assemble our timepieces in the Netherlands. We closely 
work together with craftsmen that make our components: watch cases, gears, 
crystals, gaskets, dials, screws, etcetera. All parts come together in our workshop 
in the Netherlands, where our watch makers assemble them into a timepiece. 
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We work with Swiss ETA movements, because 
we fi nd reliability and availability of components 
important. The technique is in service of the 
piece of jewellery. That’s why we replace or 
improve many components. For our hand-
wounded caliber we produce an entirely new 
3/4 bridge with chatons, we install a swan-neck 
regulation, we redecorate the entire movement, 
use thermal heat to blue the screws, and plate 
the entire movement with 18 carat rose gold. 
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5. Thermally blued
The steel screws are being heated 
by a fl ame until they turn blue. If you 
take them out just in time, you’ll get 
a lovely dark blue glow.

10. Swan-neck regulation
The steel-coloured spring in the 
shape of a swan-neck ensures, 
through an excentric screw, an 
extremely detailed regulation of 
a timepiece. The upper side is 
brushed. 

8. Circular Cote D’Geneve
All upper movement components 
are fi nished with a Côtes D’Genève 
in circles, aligned around the center 
jewel. It is brushed with so much 
sophistication that it looks silky soft. 

11. Perlage
The Pallet bridge is decorated with 
perlage. Small circles are being 
brushed on the surface using a small 
miller with rubber grind. 

3. Sunburst brushed
The winding wheels are decorated 
with a sunburst-effect: they shine 
like the backside of a CD. 

7. 18 carat gold
The entire movement is plated with 
18 carat rose gold. 

1. Sandblasting
The main bridge (the lowest part of 
the movement) is sandblasted with 
fi ne sand, to give it a matte fi nish. 

12. Chatons
In the early days, solid gold chatons 
were used as a fi tting for the jewels 
to ensure that the jewels were not 
scratched when mounting them. 
These days, that’s no longer needed. 
But in homage to our beautiful craft, 
we still use them.

6. Laser engraved
The Staudt logo with crest is 
meticulously lasered on the bridge 
with until the hundredth millimeter. 

4. The famous 3/4 bridge
Many old movements were 
provided with this large bridge 
which covers at least 3/4th of the 
movement. It is hard to install for 
a watch maker, because all axles 
need to be set at once in the jewels. 
That’s why smaller bridges are often 
used. 

9. Swiss made
We work closely together with 
several manufacturers from all over 
Switzerland to manufacture the 
components. There are quite some 
small manufacturers in Switzerland 
specialised in manufacturing watch 
components. The movements are 
being assembled in our workshop 
in the Netherlands. 

2. Winding spring barrel
We left a part of the 3/4 bridge open 
so that you can see the winding 
spring barrel. The winding spring 
barrel contains the spring with 
which the movement is winded. 

1.

2.

3. 

4. 

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
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The crest in our logo is the Staudt family coat of 
arms. It is offi cially documented in the Rietstap 
Armorial General. The Staudt family has always 
been known for their entrepreneurialism and 
eccentricity. It is originally a German name, the 
origins of which date back to the 16th century.

The crest in our logo is the Staudt family coat of The crest in our logo is the Staudt family coat of The crest in our logo is the Staudt family coat of The crest in our logo is the Staudt family coat of The crest in our logo is the Staudt family coat of The crest in our logo is the Staudt family coat of The crest in our logo is the Staudt family coat of The crest in our logo is the Staudt family coat of 
arms. It is offi cially documented in the Rietstap 

Een handgemaakte stempel door Friedrich Staudt.
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Friedrich Staudt (1809-1876) was a notable 
adventurer and one of the fi rst Dutch balloonists 
to travel around the Netherlands and Germany 
showing off his impressive fl ying air ball. In 
addition, Friedrich acquired a patent for his 
invention of a special stamp ink, which he sold 
from his factory in the Netherlands. All stamps 
were engraved by hand. 

The creativity and entrepreneurial sense 
displayed by Friedrich is key to our company. 
His extraordinary story will play an important 
role in our future plans.An article from a newspaper from 1839.
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Around 300 years ago, the Staudt family 
settled in the east of the Netherlands. The 
roots of the Staudt family are in fact German, 
and there is even a village carrying the 
same name. In the meanwhile, it has gained 
attraction in the Netherlands.

Staudt is headquartered in Ootmarsum, 
a charming town in a remote area of the 
Netherlands. Ootmarsum is known for 
being artistic. We develop and assemble our 
prototypes in a century-old monumental farm 
located at the heart of Ootmarsum. 

The Staudt Farm also opens its doors for 
visitors on appointment-basis, you are 
more than welcome! Our watches are 
being assembled and serviced in our Staudt 
Service Centre. Our team of watch makers 
are assembling our timepieces in our state-
of-the-art workshop.
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Team Staudt wins the Kensington Polo Trophy 2018, Zurich, 16 June 2018
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@staudtchronometrie
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Petit 

Prealudium-collection
Petit Petit Mother of pearl

Hand Wound Automatic

Chronograph

Mother of pearlMother of pearlMother of pearlMother of pearl

Chronograph - British Racing GreenChronographChronographChronographChronographChronographChronograph

Black Edition Guilloche Chronograph
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The more colour, the better!



2013 2014 2015
The very fi rst Staudt watch is 

produced! During his studies at 
a conservatory, Yvo Staudt
developed his vision of the 

perfect watch. Only one such 
watch was ever made. 

The dial contains a printing 
error. The sub-dial features 

three numbers, 60, 20 and 30,
although the latter should have 

been 40.

After watch enthusiasts 
inquired whether Yvo’s 
fi rst watch was for sale, 
development of the fi rst 

Praeludium Hand Wound 
began. In total, 45 examples of 

this titanium watch were
made, fi ve of which with a 

skeleton movement. 

Staudt Chronometrie was 
offi cially established in 2014.

In September 2015, the current 
Praeludium collection was 
introduced. The collection

comprised the Hand Wound 
and the Automatic, both 
available in three colours:

Staudt blue, ivory and black. 

We developed our own 
movement for the Praeludium

Hand Wound, based on the 
Unitas movement.

39

2016 2017 2018
Yvo met the world-renowned 

engraver Jochen Benzinger. The 
two of them got on well

and decided to work together. 
The result is the Praeludium 
Guilloche, a solid-gold watch

of which the silver dial is 
decorated with Guilloche 

entirely by hand. This watch
was limited edition to only 25 

pieces.

The Praeludium collection 
was expanded to include the 
Praeludium Petit; an elegant
dress watch with a 37-mm 

diameter, available in the three 
Praeludium colours.

The Praeludium Hand Wound 
was now also available in solid 

18-carat rose gold.

A project with a long 
preparation time of almost four 

years fi nally came to life: the 
Chronograph was added to the 
Praeludium collection! A watch 

that combines the classic
appearance of the collection 

with the sportiness and 
functionality of a chronograph

complication.
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2019
A special colour was added to 

the Praeludium collection: British 
Racing Green. This colour added a 
sense of ‘vintage’ to the collection. 

The most sporty member of the 
collection was introduced: the 
Praeludium Chronograph Black 

Edition, limited to only 100 pieces. 

41

2020
Time to add some colour! The 

Ton sur ton-collection was 
added to the collection. This is 
the very fi rst dedicated ladies’ 

collection. The collection 
consists of 6 different colours, 
every colour is limited to only 

100 pieces. 

2021
A new masterpiece was 
introduced: a solid-gold 

chronograph with a hand-
guilloched dial, which is limited 

to only 50 pieces. A steel 
version was also introduced 
with a blue hand-guilloched 

dial. 

Staudt Twenthe Watches 
became Staudt Chronometrie. 

Wist u dat...
Praeludium een Latijnse term uit 
de muziek is, veel gebruikt door 
J.S. Bach? Het is een inleiding 
en voorbode voor hetgeen als 
hoofdcompositie wordt gezien.P31.011
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P31.011-A01 P31.031-A03P31.022-A02

1:1
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Specifi cations Praeludium Petit
Stainless steel (316L); 37mm in diameter; 
8.5mm thick (inc. crystal); 45mm lug-
to-lug; lug width 20mm; waterproof to 3 
bar.

Watch case

Automatic Swiss movement (ETA 
2892-2); 28,800bph; 25 jewels; 42-hour 
power reserve; circular Côtes de Genève; 
perlage; heat-blued screws; 18ct. rose 
gold plated rotor.

Movement

Staudt blue, ivory and black two-tone 
(hand-painted and lithographed) 
dual-layer brass dial; Arabic numerals; 
polished steel leaf hands (heat blued with 
ivory dial).

Dial and 
hands

Sapphire crystal on both sides; both with 
double anti-refl ective coating; front side 
domed.

Crystal

Alligator leather watch strap with folding 
clasp.

Strap Alligator leather watch strap with folding 

2.389,00 EuroPrice
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P31.031-A03
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P31.051-A04
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Specifi cations

Praeludium Petit 
Mother of pearl
Stainless steel (316L); 37mm in diameter; 
8.5mm thick (inc. crystal); 45mm lug-
to-lug; lug width 20mm; waterproof to 3 
bar.

Watch case

Automatic Swiss movement (ETA 2892-
2); 28,800bph; 25 jewels; 42-hour power 
reserve; circular Côtes de Genève stripes; 
perlage; heat-blued screws; 18ct. rose 
gold plated rotor.

Movement

White mother-of-pearl dial with 
applied steel indices; polished steel leaf 
hands. 

Dial and 
hands

Sapphire crystal on both sides; both with 
double anti-refl ective coating; front side 
domed.

Crystal

Alligator leather watch strap with folding 
clasp.

Strap

2.389,00 EuroPrice



P21.011-A01 P21.031-A03P21.022-A02
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Specifi cations Praeludium Automatic
Stainless steel (316L); 42.5mm in 
diameter; 10.6mm thick (inc. crystal); 
51.4mm lug-to-lug; lug width 22mm; 
waterproof to 3 bar.

Watch case

Automatic Swiss movement (ETA 2892-
2) with date display; 28,800bph; 25 
jewels; 42-hour power reserve; circular 
Côtes de Genève stripes; perlage; heat-
blued screws; 18ct. rose gold plated rotor.

Movement

Staudt blue, ivory and black two-tone 
(hand-painted and lithographed) 
dual-layer brass dial; Arabic numerals; 
polished steel leaf hands (heat blued with 
ivory dial).

Dial and 
hands

Sapphire crystal on both sides; both with 
double anti-refl ective coating; front side 
domed.

Crystal

Alligator leather watch strap with folding 
clasp.

Strap

2.489,00 EuroPrice
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P11.011-A01

Blue,
Bluer,
Staudt-blue.
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P11.011-A01 P12.033-A03P11.022-A02

P12.013-A01 P11.031-A03P12.022-A02
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2.689,00 Euro (stainless steel)
10.789,00 Euro (18 carat rose gold)

Price
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Specifi cations Praeludium Hand Wound
Stainless steel (316L) or 18-carat rose 
gold; 42.5mm in diameter; 10,51mm thick 
(inc. crystal); 51.4mm lug-to-lug; lug 
width 22mm; waterproof to 3 bar.

Watch case

Swiss hand-wound movement (modifi ed 
Unitas 6498-1) with small second-hand 
at six o’clock; 3/4 bridge; 18,000bph; 17 
jewels, 42-hour power reserve; circular 
Côtes de Genève stripes; perlage; 18ct. 
rose gold plated; heat-blued screws; 
gooseneck fi ne tuning; chatons.

Movement

Staudt blue, ivory and black two-tone 
(hand-painted and lithographed) 
dual-layer brass dial; Arabic numerals; 
polished steel leaf hands (heat blued with 
ivory dial).

Dial and 
hands

Sapphire crystal on both sides; both with 
double anti-refl ective coating; front side 
domed.

Crystal

Alligator leather watch strap with steel 
folding clasp or 18-carat rose gold buckle.

Strap



P41.031
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Did you know that... 
Yvo Staudt worked on the Praeludium 
Chronograph for almost four years? After 
six different prototypes, the watch case 
above was chosen as the fi nal case design.
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P41.011-A01 P41.031-M11P41.022-A02

1:1
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3.289,00 Euro (leather strap)
3.478,00 Euro (Milanaise bracelet)

Price
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Specifi cations

Praeludium 
Chronograph
Stainless steel (316L); 41mm in diameter; 
13.6mm thick (inc. crystal); 51.4mm lug-
to-lug; lug width 22mm; waterproof to 3 
bar.

Watch case

Automatic Swiss movement (Valjoux 
7753) with chronograph function; 
28,800bph; 27 jewels; 48-hour power 
reserve; Côtes de Genève; perlage; 
heatblued screws; 18ct. rose gold plated 
rotor.

Movement

Staudt blue, ivory and black two-tone 
(hand-painted and lithographed) 
dual-layer brass dial; Arabic numerals; 
polished steel leaf hands (heat blued with 
ivory dial).

Dial and 
hands

Sapphire crystal on both sides; both with 
double anti-refl ective coating; front side 
domed.

Crystal

Alligator leather watch strap with folding 
clasp or Milanaise bracelet.

Strap



1:1P41.093-S14
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3.289,00 EuroPrice

Specifi cations

Praeludium Chronograph
British Racing Green
Stainless steel (316L); 41mm in diameter; 
13.6mm thick (inc. crystal); 51.4mm lug-
to-lug; lug width 22mm; waterproof to 3 
bar.

Watch case

Automatic Swiss movement (Valjoux 
7753) with chronograph function; 
28,800bph; 27 jewels; 48-hour power 
reserve; Côtes de Genève; perlage; 
heatblued screws; 18ct. rose gold plated 
rotor.

Movement

British Racing Green two-tone (hand-
painted and lithographed) dual-layer 
brass dial; Arabic numerals; polished 18 
carat rose gold plated leaf hands

Dial and 
hands

Sapphire crystal on both sides; both with 
double anti-refl ective coating; front side 
domed.

Crystal

Alligator leather watch strap with folding 
clasp or Milanaise bracelet.

Strap
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P45.03-R03
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P45.034-R03

1:1
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100 piecesLimitation

Specifi cations

Praeludium Chronograph
Black Edition
DLC-coated stainless steel (316L) ; 
41mm in diameter; 13.6mm thick (inc. 
crystal); 51.4mm lug-to-lug; lug width 
22mm; waterproof to 3 bar.

Watch case

Automatic Swiss movement (Valjoux 
7753) with chronograph function; 
28,800bph; 27 jewels; 48-hour power 
reserve; Côtes de Genève; perlage; 
heatblued screws; 18ct. rose gold plated 
rotor.

Movement

Black (hand painted and lithographed) 
dual-layer brass dial; Arabic numerals 
with BGW09 Luminova; steel leaf-
shaped polished hands with PVD coating, 
fi lled with BGW09 Luminova.

Dial and 
hands

Sapphire crystal on both sides; both with 
double anti-refl ective coating; front side 
domed.

Crystal

Rubber strap with buckle.Strap

3.489,00 EuroPrice
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This is a masterpiece. Every line 
on its dial is hand-carved from 

solid silver. There are only a few 
people on the world that master 

this technique. 

P12.072-A02
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Guilloche is a geometric pattern that is used since the 
16th century for decorating wood and ivory. The pattern 
symbolised the rank of the sovereign, as everything was 
centered around the king. Many of the kings learned this 
special artisanal technique on a rose engine, as depicted here. 
Only in the 18th century, Abraham-Louis Breguet started to 
apply the technique on the dial of a timepiece. Nowadays 
only a few craftsmen master this special technique. 

The rose engine is a special turning lathe, distinguishing 
itself that the miller does not move over the dial, but the 
other way around. The dial is lacquered on an axle, which 
contains several discoids with 72 notches. The axle is under 
tension by a large spring and the whole axle is moved up 
and down by turning over the notches. The movements of 
the axle are being transmitted on the solid silver dial with a 
hand-cutted miller. Engraving one dial takes around 9 hours. 

The King’s 
technique

Yvo Staudt visited Jochen 
Benzinger in his workshop to learn 
all about Guilloche and fi lmed his 
impressions. Watch on: staudt.
twente.com/video

Yvo Staudt visited Jochen 
Benzinger in his workshop to learn 
all about Guilloche and fi lmed his 
impressions. Watch on: staudt.
twente.com/video

Yvo Staudt visited Jochen 
Benzinger in his workshop to learn 
all about Guilloche and fi lmed his 
impressions. Watch on: staudt.

Want to learn more?

By holding the guilloched dial over a fl ame the fi ne silver in the 
dial surfaces, which is then being fetched in a chemical bath. 
This process is repeated seven times to create a nice solid 
layer. The dial is made of 925 Sterling Silver, which means 
that 925 out of 1000 parts consist of (pure, fi ne) silver. This 
fi ne silver turns into a white layer on the dial. Next, the rings 
in the dial are polished clean on a turning lathe. The blue 
Guilloche dials are galvanised. As a last step, the numerals, 
logo and minute-rails are printed using pad printing. 

On the right: fresh guilloched dial, raw 925 silver. Middle: entirely frosted dial. Left: dial with brushed rings. 
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P41.061



DWW

As a young boy, I always wanted to study classical music on my accordeon. I was 
addicted to seeking the limits of my capabilities. Step by step I improved and played 
more advanced instruments, up until the moment that I got my current instrument. 
This instrument masters every level that I will ever be able to play, and more. It is as if 
you look at a perfectly polished mirror: it will show all imperfections just as they are. 
There is nowhere to hide. 

The rose-engine turning lathe is a mirror, just like my accordeon. You cannot hide for 
imperfections. Right from the moment that the solid silver dial is lacquered, there is no 
way back. The only things that is left, is the craftmanship of the player. For him, the dial 
is like an aria of Bach. He knows every musical note. The details are between the notes: 
the silences, phrasing, timbre, attack. No hand-made Guilloche dial is the same, it is a 
unique piece of art. 

Guilloche is like an aria 
of Bach. The emotion is 
between the lines. 
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Yvo Staudt about the Guilloche Chronograph
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Stainless steel, 41mm in diameter, 
13.6mm thick (incl. crystal), 51.4mm 
lug-to-lug, 22mm lug width, 3 bar water 
resistant.

Watch case

Automatic Swisss made movement 
(Valjoux 7753) with chronograph 
complication; 28.800bph; 27 jewels; 
48hrs power reserve; 49° lift angle;
Côtes de Genève; perlage; 18ct.
rose gold coated rotor.

Movement

Sapphire crystal on both sides; double 
anti-refl ectioncoating; double domed 
front crystal.

Crystal

Alligator leather strap with stainless 
steel folding clasp

Strap

Solid Sterling Silver dial with rose engine 
turned Guilloche pattern; dial is blued 
by a galvanic process; steel blued leaf-
shaped hands.

Dial and
hands

Specifi cations

Guilloche
Chronograph
Reference P41.061-A01

100 pieces (numbered on dial)Limitation

5.989,00 EuroPrice

Sapphire crystal on both sides; double 
anti-refl ectioncoating; double domed 

Alligator leather strap with stainless 
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18 carat rose gold (4N), 41mm in 
diameter, 13.6mm thick (incl. crystal), 
51.4mm lug-to-lug, 22mm lug width, 3 
bar water resistant.

Watch case

Automatic Swisss made movement 
(Valjoux 7753) with chronograph 
complication; 28.800bph; 27 jewels; 
48hrs power reserve; 49° lift angle;
Côtes de Genève; perlage; 18ct.
rose gold coated rotor.

Movement

Sapphire crystal on both sides; double 
anti-refl ectioncoating; double domed 
front crystal.

Crystal

Alligator leather strap with solid 18 
carat rose gold buckle.

Strap

Frosted solid Sterling Silver dial with rose 
engine turned Guilloche pattern; steel 
blued leaf-shaped hands.

Dial and
hands

Specifi cations

Guilloche
Chronograph
Reference P41.061-A01

50 pieces (numbered on dial)Limitation

17.989,00 EuroPrice



Our characteristic Praeludium dials are made with great care and attention. We use a 
very special technique to create our three colours: lithography. We build up the colour 
of the dials layer by layer. This technique produces very detailed printing. Discover how 
our dials are created.

The centre (matte) section of the dial is 
sprayed by hand. After four layers have 
been applied, the dials go into the oven 

to harden.

The almost 100-year-old cast iron 
lithography machine is prepared. The 

machine prints
one colour at a time, so all printing 

plates and colour rolls are supplied with 
Staudt blue.
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The outer ring of the dial is printed by 
means of a negative printing plate and 

a rubber roller. The roller rolls outwards 
over the printing plate, leaving behind 
the desired print. On the way back, it 

rolls over the dial, thus imprinting it with 
the selected colour.

Each dial gets 12 layers of Staudt blue 
and after each layer is applied, the 

dial spends a short time in the oven to 
harden. Only one dial at a time can be 
printed using the lithography machine.
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Conducting with colour



The numerals and the Staudt logo are 
also printed by the lithography machine. 

The advantage of this technique, as 
opposed to conventional pad printing, is 

that lithography is
much more detailed.

Once all layers have been applied to 
the dials, they receive a special UV 

treatment, which prevents discolouring 
by the sun.
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Did you know that…
the minute track of the dial has the 
same matte fi nish as the centre of 
the dial?
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A timepiece tells a story. We are glad to 
let you tell your story through adapting 
our designs. We can include your initials, 
wedding date, names of your children or 
company logo in the design of the watch. 
This is how a unique timepiece is created, 
which is a perfect gift to someone else, 
or to yourself. It is even possible to adapt 
the packaging in order to personalise the 
experience. 

We offer the following options:
-  Engraving (on watch case, caseback, 

crown, clasp, watch strap, movement 
components)

-  Personalised dial (printing of logo, own 
design, own colour)

-  Customised watch strap (all leather 
types, stitching, rubber, metal, clasp, 
lining, shape)

-  Packaging (adding of logo, colour of 
the watch box, personalised manual)

-  Complete own timepiece (private 
label, in all price categories)

We can personalise a watch starting from 
just one piece. 
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Personalised crown

Logo on the dial

Personalised caseback

Graveren op glas

Persoonlijke tekst op Guilloche wijzerplaat

Personalised back crystal

One-of-a-kind dial

Personalised Guilloche
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The Ton sur ton-collection is a colourful and 
funky, yet classy range of watches in six unique 
colours. Each colour is limited to only 100 pieces. 
It is a watch that fi ts both men and women. You 
will not easily fi nd someone wearing the same 
colours. Which colour suits you?

Colour, colour, and more colour!
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Cool blue

Moss stone

Reference T31.151-V19

Reference T31.111-V16
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Moss stone

Sand

Mustard

Reference T31.131-V12

Reference T31.141-V18
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Specifi cations Ton sur ton
Stainless steel (316L); 37mm in diameter; 
8.5mm thick (inc. crystal); 45mm lug-
to-lug; lug width 20mm; waterproof to 3 
bar.

Watch case

Automatic Swiss movement (ETA 
2892-2); 28,800bph; 25 jewels; 42-hour 
power reserve; circular Côtes de Genève; 
perlage; heat-blued screws; 18ct. rose 
gold plated rotor.

Movement

Spray painted dial; Arabix applied 
numerals; polished steel leaf-shaped 
hands (second hand is 18 carat rose gold 
plated).

Dial and 
hands

Sapphire crystal on both sides; both with 
double anti-refl ective coating; front side 
domed.

Crystal

Suede strap with buckle.Strap

1.898,00 EuroPrice

100 pieces per colour.Limitation

Sky

Merlot

Reference T31.101-V15

Reference T31.121-V17



ser·vice (noun. [sur-vis])

1. The care with which a business serves its customers.

To us, service is as it is described in 
the dictionary: for the benefi t of our 
customers. The cost to have one of our 
watches serviced is reasonable and the 
delivery time is fast. We believe that 
service should not be a business model 
in disguise but should be provided for
the benefi t of our customers.
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Our timepieces are made with great care and attention, and from high-quality 
components. We have faith in our products and therefore provide a fi ve-year 
(maximum) warranty on our watches. In order to make use of the full warranty 
period, the watch must be sent to our service centre to be serviced during the 
third year of ownership. Upon presentation of the warranty certifi cate, you receive 
a one-off 30% discount on the regular price of a service.

Up to fi ve-year warranty
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It’s a waste 
to let it
gather dust 
in the attic!

A beautiful watch box often ends up 
in the attic, just gathering dust. We 
think this is a pity. For this reason, 
we developed a special collectors’ 
tray. This enables the watch box to 
be transformed into a collectors’ box, 
which holds four watches!
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P11.022-A01





Staudt Chronometrie B.V.
Kapelstraat 4

7631 BP Ootmarsum
Netherlands

+31 85 00 44 9 88 
info@staudt-twenthe.com
www.staudt-twenthe.com




